Every profession has its unique characteristics that serve as hallmark of that profession. A teacher is supposed to be teaching the pupils no matter he like to teach some pupil or not. He is there in the class and is professionally, ethically and morally bound to teach every student of the class. If the teacher perform all other activities at school and only skip the teaching part what will you consider about him?

Medical profession has the highest level obligations to the client because the client is a patient and patient may be dealing with an issue of life or death. There is no compromise in such situations. A doctor working in an Emergency ward or an ICU must know that he/she is on a position which possesses the highest level of obligations related to morality, professionalism and ethics.

Human beings have very sophisticated brain system, and every brain has its own characteristics, these characteristics design different prospects of different people. Though there are different prospects of work but every human has some same needs. Maslow’s defined that there are eight
basic needs of a person. These needs if not fulfilled the person will remain in a state of instability until he achieve the goals. Self-esteem, food, love, shelter and safety are among the eight needs Maslow emphasized. These needs are directly connected with having good income. If income is not good the person cannot have good food, good shelter and security and eventually cannot get a love under unfavorable circumstances and eventually the stress will seize the goodness and promote instability in that person.

The medical professionals nowadays are seen going on strike in the hospitals; if we look into the matter we will find that there is instability in the minds of the medical professionals. This instability as elaborated before is because, the medical professionals think that they are not paid well, they are not treated well by the government and their future is not good in the country. It adds up to their agony when they see their friends belonging to the same profession are enjoying good status of life in other countries. Having high level of education and dealing with a big responsibility as a medical professional they feel that they must be paid well and their demands must be fulfilled. The state system is maintaining the issues at its own slow pace meanwhile the level of frustration rises among the medical professionals and they go on strike. Other strikers are those living in hazardous zones where terrorism is affecting the medical professionals. When their fellows are abducted or killed they feel insecurity and this leads them to go on strike.

Although there are other very sophisticated means to bring someone on table yet a traditional nonprofessional mean has been adopted by the medical professionals. Strike has been adopted as a means to bring the stakeholders to their knees and get the demands fulfilled. Morally, ethically and professionally this is not a good way to deal the situation and surprisingly for the medical profession it is immoral, unethical and unjust. The strike for medical professional means leaving a patient, lingering on a thin thread between life and death, alone. There is no good in this unjust mean to get the justice. The medical professionals have to understand that their “needs” are affecting the needs of other people as well who have trusted them to be their saviors. They must know that along with the death of patients due to the strike the public sympathy for the medical professionals is also dying.

The medical professionals have to adopt a win–win method in which the public sympathy increases with them and the public join them in their cause instead of public going on violent strike against the medical professionals owing to the death of patients by strike. The other party which has to fulfill the demands would turn the tables around by using the stance of angry public against the protesting medical professionals. In this case the medical professionals would be in a great trouble and would face legal charges. Understanding the obligations and seriousness of their profession they must seek a positive way to get their needs fulfilled. Without intuitive properties a medical professional is incomplete; they must stick to the professionalism, medical ethics and moral values.